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Everyone dreams of meeting their soulmate. The person who completes them.For Peyton and
Noah, they grew up together, falling in love along the way.Wedding bells are ringing.And the
couple who almost wasn't, Is going to be.Peyton and Noah invite you into their life.To spend
some time with their family.As they prepare to walk down the aisle
From New York Times bestselling author Heidi McLaughlin comes an uplifting story about two
old friends finding new love. Rennie Wallace has it all: a boyfriend, a good job, a best friend
who lives a stone's throw away...but something's missing. She isn't sure what until she returns
to Cape Harbor, her favorite home away from home. There, she crosses paths with an old
love, Graham. Rennie's drawn to him but senses their paths in life have wandered too far
apart. Graham Chamberlain has returned to Cape Harbor to care for his brother, the town
alcoholic. Managing and serving drinks at his family's bar, Graham can't believe how mundane
his life has become. He's resigned himself to living for others, his own desires for adventure
and romance taking a back seat to running the family business--until Rennie walks through his
door. Graham feels the weight of his small-town life; Rennie has a boyfriend and a busy life in
the city. But neither can deny the rekindled spark between them. Will they find their way back
to one another?
EVERY GAME HAS RULES. HE'S ABOUT TO BREAK THEM . . . Since becoming a major
league baseball player, I've learned a few hard lessons. Like never give out your home
address on social media (sorry, Mom). Never shoot your mouth off without thinking . . . and
never, ever let your personal life interfere with your game. But then I saw her - sitting alone
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behind the enemy dugout, watching me - and I just had to meet this girl. Now I know that Daisy
Robinson has her secrets, but there's something about her that drives me crazy. Maybe it's her
innocence, her absolutely amazing knowledge of baseball, or just the fact that she is so
unbelievably beautiful. I have to take it slow. Prove to her that the rumors about me are just
that - rumors. Daisy might be my ultimate lifetime win. . . if I don't get hit by the curveball that's
coming my way.
“My Life Has a Price is a sad beautiful story. I asked everybody here to read it.~ Nawal ElSaadawi, author of Woman at Point Zero (Zed Books, 1975) and God Dies by Nile (Zed Books,
1974) etc. “A testament to the best and worst of humanity. You can’t help but read My Life
Has a Price and pass it on” .~ Sefi Atta, author of Everything Good Will Come (Swallow,
2010). "A chance at a better life should never be overlooked, but occasionally something foul
lurks under opportunity...a read to be very much considered for international memoir
collections". The Midwest Book Review, Library Bookwatch, Nov. 2012. One morning on the
outskirts of Lagos, Nigeria, a lucky 13-year-old girl named Tina, from a modest family, is
preparing to go to France to become part of Linda and Godwin Okpara's family. Linda is a
homemaker and Godwin is a soccer player at the top French club Paris Saint-Germain, as well
as for the Super Eagles, Nigeria's national squad. The couple have four children and Tina
dreams of going with them to school and joining in their games, living the European dream.
But, soon after her arrival, the reality becomes different. Written in collaboration with acclaimed
French journalist, Cyril Guinet, Tina Okpara recounts how imprisonment, torture, and abuse in a suburban house in the middle of gentrified Europe in the 21st century - could not break
her. Tina's gripping story of survival and escape to rebuild her life is a moving testament to a
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remarkable woman, a true survivor.
Does Ryan Stone, the less than average teenager, have a chance with Hadley Carter,
America's Pop Princess? They each live in their own world until a chance encounter introduces
Ryan to Hadley and alternating chapters relate how their lives changed. Will he be the one
lucky fan looking for a way into her world, or will it be Hadley who pursues Ryan, even if it
costs her the only career she's known?
Liam Westbury has the world at his feet. He's the quintessential golden boy. He's the superstar
quarterback for Beaumont High. His girl, Josie, is head cheerleader. He has his choice of
colleges just waiting for him. Except he's suffocating from all the pressure he's under and no
one understands. Liam Page is the heartthrob he never wanted to be. He's successful, smart
and in demand by record companies and his adoring fans. Music is his passion, his love, but
something's missing. His nights are lonely and he longs for the girl he left behind. Seeing her in
every face in the crowd haunts him with the knowledge that she hates him. Going home has
never been an option until now. Be there when Liam Westbury becomes Liam Page and follow
the highs and lows of the Quarterback turned Rockstar as he finds a way back to Beaumont in
this prequel to Forever My Girl.
"Come back to Beaumont... sort of! Join Josie, Katelyn, and Jenna when they embark on a
vacation, away from the glitz and glam that their lives have become. With Katelyn and Jenna
living in California, and Josie in Beaumont, the daily coffee at Whimsicality has long been
forgotten, while motherhood and being wives to Harrison, Jimmy, and Liam have taken over,
the best friends aren't able to see each other as often as they like. After their husbands all but
push them out the door, they meet up for a week of sun, relaxation, and reminiscing." --Page 4
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of cover.
An insatiable heartthrob learns to fight for love in an emotionally charged novel from the
bestselling author of Forever My Girl, now a major motion picture! “Blow will absolutely blow
you away. Scorching-hot chemistry woven into a very poignant story of addiction.”—Sawyer
Bennett Bodhi McKnight has always had everything handed to him on a silver platter: fame,
success, money, women. The raven-haired, blue-eyed hottie’s parents are Hollywood Alisters, and when he’s asked to join the all-male band Virtuous Paradox, his star shoots even
higher. But so do expectations, leading Bodhi down a destructive path of addiction—until a dropdead gorgeous guardian angel shows him her sizzling brand of tough love. When Bodhi ends
up in rehab, he doesn’t expect to meet someone as cool and down-to-earth as Kimberly
Gordon. Unfazed by his rock-star persona, Kim would rather go horseback riding than fangirl
over Bodhi, which is an unfamiliar—and refreshing—feeling. Kim’s the type of person he’s been
looking for his entire life: someone who cares about him, not his career or his famous parents.
When Bodhi falls, it’s fast and hard. He just hopes that he’s strong enough to protect their
love from all the pressures and temptations of the outside world. Praise for Blow “Heidi
McLaughlin never disappoints. Blow is a sexy, forbidden love story about the dark side of
fame, addiction, and finding the light at the end of the tunnel. I couldn’t put it down.”—Nicole
Jacquelyn, author of Unbreak My Heart “Heidi McLaughlin’s Blow is a beautifully romantic
story of redemption and triumph—fame at its darkest, but humanity at its brightest.”—Sarah
Robinson, author of the Kavanagh Legends series “Blow will absolutely blow you away.
Scorching-hot chemistry woven into a very poignant story of addiction.”—New York Times
bestselling author Sawyer Bennett “Hot, sexy, and completely addicting. Blow has definitely
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turned into one of my all-time favorite reads!”—New York Times bestselling author, L. P. Dover
“Blow will be your newest addiction! Real and raw, Heidi McLaughlin delivers another
emotional hit!”—Stacey Kennedy, USA Today bestselling author of the Dirty Little Secrets
series Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

A brother’s-best-friend stand alone romance by USA Today bestselling author
K.A. Linde… I was just his best friend’s little sister. But he was always more than
that to me. After twelve years of pining over Patrick’s easy smile, baby blues,
and captivating charm, I decide to take matters into my own hands—and
completely blow my chance. Who knew a self-proclaimed manwhore would
decide to be a gentleman the first time I’m naked in his bed? Definitely, not me.
But when I land there again, neither of us has any intention of stopping. There’s
only one problem: nobody can know. Especially not my three older brothers. If
they found out, all hell would break loose. So I’m willing to keep our secret...
Because I want him Wright here, right now.
They say men like a lady in the living room and a whore in the bedroom. I never
knew the sentiment was reciprocal. Until I met Jax Knight. A gentleman in public,
a commanding, dirty talking rogue in the bedroom. Daughter of legendary fighter
"The Saint," Lily St. Claire knows firsthand how fighters can be. As the owner of a
chain of MMA gyms, she's no stranger to aggressive, dominating, and
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possessive men. That's why she's always kept her distance. But the day Jax
Knight walks through her door she's captivated by his charm. Stunningly
handsome, well mannered, Ivy League educated, and confident, he shatters all
the preconceived notions she'd come to think were true about men who trained to
fight. But falling for someone so soon after her breakup wasn't something she'd
planned on. And definitely not something her ex plans to allow.
Rock musician Jimmy "JD" Davis considers pursuing a relationship with Jenna,
while she works through the emotional effects of her abuse at the hands of her exhusband.
Continues the story of Hadley and Ryan from Lost in You.
Weighted down by the loss of her parents, Blythe McGuire struggles to keep her
head above water as she trudges through her last year at Matthews College.
Then a chance meeting sends Blythe crashing into something she doesn't
expect--an undeniable attraction to a dark-haired senior named Chris Shepherd,
whose past may be even more complicated than her own. As their relationship
deepens, Chris pulls Blythe out of the stupor she's been in since the night a fire
took half her family. She begins to heal, and even, haltingly, to love this guy who
helps her find new paths to pleasure and self-discovery. But as Blythe moves into
calmer waters, she realizes Chris is the one still strangled by his family's
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traumatic history. As dark currents threaten to pull him under, Blythe may be the
only person who can keep him from drowning.
Tyler King never forgot the blue-eyed, pig-tailed girl that lived on the ranch next
door. So when he hears that she's coming back for the summer, he can't wait to
reminisce about the good ole days. He soon finds out life in the Big City means a
life with big ambitions and Tyler soon learns that Savannah has left the memories
of small town living long behind her. Savannah McGuire never thought she'd
return to the ranch she once called home. Now she's back and trying not to
become attached to everything she's missed by growing up in New York City.
Determined to hate her surroundings, Tyler works to remind her of everything's
she's missed. With her future planned out and a trip to Paris imminent, falling in
love with Tyler King was the last thing she expected.
Even though she's living her life-long dream and dancing on Broadway, the city is
a lonely place for Yvie James. The holidays are both her favorite time of the year
and the worst. A last minute decision puts Yvie in Beaumont to spend time with
her family. Alexander Knight is new to Beaumont, but he's making the best of it.
His dream of running a successful business is within his grasp, and Xander has a
dedicated client base most trainers vie for. On the surface, Xander is happy, but
he works long hours for nothing more than to avoid going home to an empty
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house. Thrown together for Christmas shopping, holiday gatherings with friends
and family, and a special anniversary party, Yvie and Xander find themselves
seeking solace in each other for an unforgettable, romantic winter.
From New York Times bestselling author Heidi McLaughlin comes a heartfelt
story about overcoming great loss and forgiving past sins to find happiness
again. Brooklyn Hewett hasn't set foot in Cape Harbor for fifteen years--not since
an accident claimed the love of her life, Austin Woods. Desperate to move
forward, Brooklyn has focused on raising her daughter for the past fourteen
years. But when the opportunity comes along to renovate the old Driftwood Inn,
Brooklyn knows it's time to go home. But it won't be easy. For one, Austin's best
friend, Bowie Holmes, still lives in Cape Harbor. Brooklyn hasn't quite been able
to forget him: not since the night they spent together--the same night they both
lost Austin. Separated by tragedy and guilt, they're brought together by the
Driftwood project. And as they rebuild the inn, they discover they're also
rebuilding something else. Brooklyn's always been desperate to move on, not
knowing that she first needs to reconcile past transgressions. She can't forget,
but she can forgive--Austin, Bowie, and herself--on her way toward long-awaited
happiness.
I expected a life of music. I expected to raise my son. It took one look to make
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everything change. I never expected happiness. I never expected to find her. I never
expected to feel desire. I never expected I'd be a family man. I never expected to be
loved. I never expected to fall in love. They say you should expect the unexpected, I
didn't realize my unexpected would be the forever kind.
When Nick Ashford lost his friend, Mason, he didn't realize he was going to lose his
family as well, but that's exactly what happened. Alone and in a foreign country, Nick is
working on rebuilding his life one patient at a time, that is, until a striking volunteer
makes her presence known. Can Nick finish his year in Africa without risking his heart
being broken again, or is he willing to start a new chapter in his life before his return to
Beaumont?
Liam Page knows music and a life of solitude, but that all changed when he returned to
Beaumont. The once notorious bad boy lead singer of 4225 West is now living the
domesticated life with his wife and high school sweetheart, Josie, and their son, Noah.
Life is good for the Westbury family. Josie Westbury loves everything about her life.
She's happily married. She has a successful business and a son who keeps her active.
The only thing she longs for is another child. Torn between his love for music and his
love for his family, Liam finds he's needed back in Los Angeles and the place where it
all began. Josie is apprehensive, but knows this is what's best for Liam and the bands
career; however, it doesn't take long for her biggest fears to start coming true. Liam and
Josie's story continues in this last installment of The Beaumont Series.
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From the New York Times bestselling author of Forever My Girl comes a sports
romance with "a hot, complex hero and a gutsy, multidimensional heroine" (Publishers
Weekly, starred review). I've given up everything for the chance to play major league
baseball. Everything. Now I'm so close I can practically hear the crowd chanting my
name. There's nothing that could take my dream away from me . . . Unless I lose focus.
And Ainsley Burke is the most beautiful, distracting woman I've ever met. When I'm with
her, I can't think of anything else. But no matter how much I want Ainsley, there's no
room for love in my game plan. I can give her a quick tour of the bases, but that's it.
Then I have to let her go. If she wants to think I'm a love 'em and leave 'em player, fine.
All dreams require sacrifice. I just wish this one didn't mean tearing out my own heart.
FOREVER MY GIRL, a novel about Rock star Liam Page who, through tragic
circumstances, is given a second chance at righting the wrongs he made when he left
the one who owned his heart. A story of redemption, forgiveness, and never forgetting
your one true love. ONE NIGHT WITH HARRISON, a novella that introduces us to a
young Harrison James and what happens when a meet and greet with some fans turns
into something far bigger than he ever anticipated MY UNEXPECTED FOREVER, a
novel that finds two families torn apart for different reasons, one is dealing with
heartache and loss, the other is trying to find acceptance. Join them in this story as they
come together against all the odds to find the happiness they deserve. FINDING MY
FOREVER, a novel, which tells the true meaning of love. Sacrifice, trust, devotion and
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taking chances all play keys roles in this story of how two people come together while
dealing with a threat that could ruin their lives forever.
The road for Noah Westbury has been carved out for him, long before he knew who his
father was. Making sure he worked hard to deserve the opportunities provided to him,
Noah is where he's dreamed of being - starting QB for Portland Pioneers. Together,
with his model girlfriend by his side, life can't get much better. Except that standing in
his path is Peyton Powell-James, his life-long friend and the one woman he can never
have. Peyton Powell-James always knew her future would be in football and dreams of
having a successful sports journalism career once she graduates college. After being
given the assignment to cover a professional game from the sidelines, Peyton believes
that everything is going to plan. Until one fateful night changes her life. Harsh reality
sets in for Noah and Peyton. One could lose everything, while the other struggles to
keep the families together.
Joshua Wilson, an up-and-coming movie star, is turned off by the idea of marriage. His
Oscar-winning smile and breakout role in the summer's hottest romantic comedy bring
in enough attention to satisfy Joshua's cravings for the spotlight - not to mention the
never-ending supply of willing women. Joey Mitchell is down in the dumps after finding
out that her fiance cheated on her with her best friend, and is living at home with her
parents until she can get back on her feet. Without Joey's knowledge, her overbearing
and neurotic mother submits an application for her to appear on the reality show,
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Married Blind. When the producers surprise her with the news that they have cast her,
Joey wants nothing to do with the show but agrees to participate because, at this point
in her life, she really has nothing to lose. Lights, camera, action... Welcome to another
season of Married Blind. Contestants are about to take the plunge, but only one couple
will come out of the house winners "
The members of Sinful Distraction are living their best life as they travel around the
country on the heels of 4225 West's sold-out tour. Unfortunately for drummer, Ajay
Ballard, that means a stop at the county jail after he's arrested for an outstanding
warrant - one he didn't even know about. With an overzealous judge, Ajay's forced to
hang out in his hometown longer than anticipated. While the town folk aren't exactly
rolling out the red carpet for him, Quinn, Elle and the rest of Sinful Distraction are
warmly welcomed into the fold. Some never get over their first love while some just
can't erase the memories. Jameson Foster falls somewhere in the middle. She's done
her best to let the past stay in the past...until she's forced to save the one man who
ruined her.
He's British. She's American. They meet on vacation. And agree to fake name each
other. One is lying about everything. The other is telling the truth. They're about to
embark on a sexcation. But what happens when it's over?
He’ll do anything for his family… Donovan “Donny” Steel is on a partnership track with
a major Denver law firm. He loves his city career and his luxurious downtown loft, and
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life is going just how he planned it…until his mother, the city attorney for his hometown
of Snow Creek, Colorado, asks him to move back and work for her when her assistant
retires. Mom asks? Donny goes. Because he’ll do anything for the family who took him
in twenty-five years ago. The fact that he can pick up where he left off with gorgeous
Callie Pike is simply a fringe benefit. Caroline “Callie” Pike was looking forward to
finally beginning law school at age twenty-six, but the western slope fire that destroyed
most of her family’s vineyards put that plan on hold. At least she has Donny Steel’s
return to look forward to. After she spent an evening with him at a recent party, he
hasn’t strayed far from her mind. When Donny and Callie meet again, sparks do more
than fly. They shoot like rockets to the stars. But their chemistry can’t protect them
from the emerging mysteries regarding the Steel family’s past…or the secret Callie is
keeping as well.
Liam Page thought fame and fortune would be enough. When tragedy hits, he returns
home to face the consequences his past.
Includes an excerpt from My unexpected forever.
An all-new Little Golden Book starring Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles in a
classic 80s art style! Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles star in an all-new
Little Golden Book that features the classic art style from the 1980s. Boys and girls
ages 2 to 5 and collectors of all ages will love this totally gnarly storybook!
"I expected a life of music. I expected to raise my son. It took one look to make
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everything change. I never expected happiness. I never expected to find her. I never
expected to feel desire. I never expected I'd be a family man. I never expected to be
loved. I never expected to fall in love. They say you should expect the unexpected, I
didn't realize my unexpected would be the forever kind."--Page 4 of cover.
New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Heidi McLaughlin and L.P. Dover
come together for a sexy new series that delivers romance for every season! It’s New
Year’s Eve and Natalie has a rare night off from her shifts at the hospital. Determined
to have fun with friends, she stops at a local store for provisions. There, amongst the
craft beer and pork rinds, she comes face to face with her high school boyfriend,
Brennan McLean. He’s a rockstar. She’s a nurse. To say life led them in different
directions would be putting it mildly. Still, time hasn’t lessened the electric chemistry
between them. By the end of the night more was dropping than just the ball. Convincing
herself she could have fun without getting attached, Natalie treats herself to a weekend
tangled in the sheets with him. But that lie she told herself pops faster than champagne
bubbles. With media rumors swirling around Brennan, can the pair find a way to make
their unlikely relationship work? Or will Natalie’s resolution not to get her heart broken
meet a painful end?
I expected a life of music. I expected to raise my son. It took one look to make
everything change. I never expected happiness. I never expected to find her. I never
expected to feel desire. I never expected I'd be a family man. I never expected to be
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loved. I never expected to fall in love. They say say you should expect the unexpected,
I didn't realize my unexpected would be the forever kind.
These 3 knit and 3 crochet designs were created with Lion Brand Homespun yarn. Knit
designs include Hooded Knitted Sweater for children and adults, Handsome Hoodie for
toddlers, and Painted Zig Zag Scarf. Crochet designs include Crochet Flower Throw,
Cozy Classic Pullover, and Jaunty Jacket. Made in America in a New Hampshire mill
that uses hydro-generated power, Homespun has long been a favorite of knitters and
crocheters. Lovely, lofty and quick to knit or crochet, Homespun is available in dozens
of beautifully blended colorways and makes even the simplest of projects look
absolutely stunning. Homespun is an easy care bulky weight yarn that is ideal for
almost any project.
Amanda Hocking, the New York Times bestselling author of The Kanin Chronicles,
returns to the magical world of the Trylle Trilogy with The Ever After, the final novel in
The Omte Origins arc. Buried memories... Ulla Tulin has lost a month of her life. Her
journey to learn who her parents are has brought her to the attention of the Älvolk
sect—and a man claiming to be her father. But instead of a long lost family reunion, Ulla
has forgotten her time there, and fears something terrible happened. Sacred flower...
The Älvolk released Ulla alive for one reason only, to exchange her for a rare flower
with mystical properties. Determined to break her amnesia, Ulla risks her life against a
dark enchantment capable of killing her to remember the Älvolk’s secrets—to use the
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flower as part of an incantation that will open the bridge to Alfheim, the First City. Blood
prophecy... But opening the bridge will unleash a menagerie of monstrous creatures
upon Earth that will consume everything in their path. Knowing she may lose Pan
Soriano, the love of her life, Ulla nevertheless gathers an army of Trylle to stand with
her and defend humanity as well as her own kind. And it is Ulla’s very heritage that
holds the key to victory.
There is only one thing a woman can think of when looking at a man like Lord Byron.
Sex. But Lilac never guesses that bringing a stray cat into her home will soon have her
stroking the most wanted man in 1811 London. Reissue.
Forever My Girl
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Prepare to be swept away by a talented debut
author with a passionate, powerful story to tell. They meet on a beach. . . . Abby Davis
isn’t wearing a skimpy bikini or sipping umbrella drinks, not when she’s busy chasing
around four little ones. And Matt McKinney isn’t looking for fun—he’s a Navy SEAL, a
grown man with a long list of missions . . . and fallen brothers. They only have a week. .
. . Abby has brought her children to this beach to start over, to give them the enjoyable
memories they deserve. Matt’s been sidelined by a combat injury, and haunted by the
best friend he lost and the promise he made: to remain a SEAL—focused and dedicated.
This leaves no time for what he’s always wanted: a family. But a week is all it takes. . .
. Matt opens her heart while Abby soothes his soul. And though they plan to say goodPage 16/18
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bye when the week is over, something magical happens on that beach, something
neither can forget. Something utterly, completely worth falling for. Praise for Worth the
Fall “I can’t remember the last book that had me crying for hours. I loved this hero and
heroine and adored the kids. I didn’t want it to end.”—New York Times bestselling
author Carly Phillips? “Worth the Fall is a beautiful, compassionate romance that hits
you straight in the heart and will have you falling in love with this family.”—Smexy Books
“This debut mixes passion and compassion in a contemporary story that has emotional
depth. Readers will find the story heartwarming but with enough heat to remind them of
what falling in love feels like.”—Library Journal “A brand-new author I think you’re really
gonna like.”—New York Times bestselling author Kristan Higgins “I can’t get enough of
Claudia Connor’s heartwarming stories. Sexy, emotional, complex, dreamy—her
characters satisfy on every level.”—New York Times bestselling author Virna DePaul
“Worth the Fall is one of the most touching, heartfelt stories I have read in years. The
characters are wonderful, from the Navy SEAL hero to the broken little heroine with her
ready-made family just waiting for someone to come love them. I will recommend this
book to everyone. It is nothing short of magic.”—New York Times bestselling author
Sharon Sala “I loved this book. A lot.”—New York Times bestselling author Shannon
Stacey “This book was . . . wow! I can’t wait for Worth the Risk.”—Laura Drewry, USA
Todaybestselling author of Prima Donna “This book made me laugh, cry, and stay up
half the night because I couldn’t wait to finish it. I loved watching this couple grow,
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would highly recommend the book, and cannot wait to read more from Claudia
Connor!”—Cocktails and Books “A book that truly touched my heart and had me fighting
off tears as well as sighing happily. I am absolutely excited for the next book in the
series.”—Sinfully Sexy Book Reviews “Definitely one of the best books of the summer .
. . a must read!”—Underneath the Covers Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept
title.
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